IELTXU ORTUETA
[ARTEFACTOS BASCOS]
Brasil/Basque Country

To draw or simply to sketch a trace over a paper sheet may be one
of the first artistic expressions manifested by a child. The very act
of imprint a mark or to let by a trail, sends me back to our ancestral
times, drawing on their cave walls or in their tombstones, in a gesture
of fundamental expression.
There is some inner potential contained in this act, something of a vital
necessity, an enchantment that occurs when the pencil slides over the
surface and leaves behind a trace, always unique and genuine.
One of the most intense, exulting and playful activities that I may watch
my children on, happens when they band over a blank paper shit and
start to scribble and fill it with lines and traces, circles and forms. It
seems that in this simple act the symbiosis of body, gesture, movement
and creative power is absolute and catching.

And so....

FLOU!

WHAT IS
FLOU?

F L O U ! is an interactive performance thought
for children between 4 and 10 years old.
Sitting around a great blank paper sheet,
the children will watch and take part in a
drawing processes of a big picture. The
rough dancing traces are inked freely by the
performer and the forms are progressively
appearing in a symbiotic conversation, so
then, “some drawings later”, other drawings,
cut from previous performances will arise to
the set. These cuts (pieces, drawings, forms)
take over the big picture-set by the hands of
the children who will play and draw putting
together new forms and pictures, delivering a
new meaning to the event. At the same time,
the draw, resulted from the actual process will
be cut and detached by the performer, making
new pictures that will be added to this sort of
game and which will be added to the project`s
heap and used by the participants of the next
events.
F L O U ! is a collective experience of the
interactive kind, not closed to any specific
signification, and which puts forward the
proposition of playing “seriously” – as every
child does.
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FLOU!
EXPERIENCE
F L O U ! is a study project about the gesture, the trace

and the movement generated in the act of drawing, which
may be free or led by lines, traces and splotches. A
live creative process where the ink and the apparently
shapeless forms will progressively conduct the drawing.
It is based on the concepts of the free drawing (the
movement and the act of scribble) and the use of the
black and the three primary colors (yellow, red and blue).
An acting not aimed to attain a formal and esthetic result
but to a deep immersion in the intense conversation with
the material.

F L O U ! is an interactive game, a shapeless puzzle where
every composition alludes the imaginary of every single
artist – yes! we are all artists.
F L O U ! has is not closed in signification. Is an invitation
to the universe of the continuous flow of forms and
compositions.
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HISTORICAL

-Premiere on MIRADA (Festival Iberoamericano de Artes Cênicas de
Santos) Sesc Santos September 2016.
-Mostra Sesc Cariri de Culturas 2016, performing in the cities of Crato
and Juazeiro do Norte. November, 2016.
-13º FEVERESTIVAL (Campinas International Theatre Festival). February
2017
-Itaú Cultural. Programa Fim de Semana em Família.
March 2017
-Took part in an art circuit called Circuito SESC 2017, going through 9
small cities in São Paulo’s countryside
www.circuito.sescsp.org.br/2017/
-VIRADA CULTURAL. Casa das Rosas. May 21.
-Sesc na FLIP (Paraty’s International Literature Fair). Paraty (RJ), July
2017
- Sesc Unities: Santo Amaro, Registro, Araraquara, Jundiaí, Vila
Mariana, Santo André, São Carlos, Bauru, Taubaté
-Invited to participate in the IV Ciclo de Danza par niños y jóvenes
VERDANZAR, Montevideu (Uruguai) in august, where the Italian
company SEGNI MOSSI also performed.
-Selected to the FITA CHILE (Latin American Scenic Arts Fair for
children and youth) Santiago de Chile. November 2017
-Invited by the Teatro Paraiso, a theater company for babyhood, to the
international artistic residency KUNARTE at Vitoria-Gasteiz (Basque
Country) in December. Research residency and performance.
-Azkuna Zentroa, Contemporary Art Center in Bilbao (Basque Country),
performances and workshops at the GABONAKARTE Festival.
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THE SOUND
OF FLOU!

The sound trek / effects was a work developed by the
performer and the multi-media artist Gil Fuser (São Paulo –
Berlin). The music represents the drawings in a sonorously
dimension. The music breaths, takes form, speaks and even
complain by the lead of algorithms codes, elucidating the
randomness and the multiple ways on which the drawings take
form.
The part of the sonorous creation that speaks for the paper
shit and the drawings were developed from algorithms codes
programmed in the Supercollider environment making up
three “instruments”: The Paper Shit - heard on the scratching
and the handling of the charcoal and brushes is one of
them, Bubbles of multiple sizes coming from everywhere
is another one. It represents the idea of the Magma and its
constant potential of always being about to assume form. It is
rhythmic, tonal and also chaotic and dissonant. The third one
is the conscience and the promptness of the traces that are
brought to life and which have something to say, something to
complain, to mumble about – they want to play.

Gil Fuser [São Paulo-Berlin]
www.gilfuser.net

CRIADORES
IELTXU ORTUETA is the Gorka and Lua father and

also an actor, performer, specialized art historian and
graphic designer. Likes to be seen like a Basque in the
world and lives and works in Brazil since 2003. Created
ARTEFACTOS BASCOS in 2012, a multidisciplinary
platform to develop scenic, graphic and performance
projects. FLOU! premiered in the MIRADA Festival
[Iberoamerican Biennale of Performing Arts] that
took place at the Santos Sesc in 2016. Today Ieltxu is
responsible for the production and development of CHÃO
[Laboratory of Performance Experiences for Countryside
Children], awarded with ProAc São Paulo’s state art
research prize, in Cunha (SP) the small town where
he lives. He investigates propositions with children in
a game of experimentation of artistic procedures and
creative action willing to explore and potentiate each
child’s unique and collective creation, symbolic and
always singular.

Gil Fuser likes to be seen as a multimedia artist for he
“does not believe that the different forms of art expression should
be filed in different drawers”. Lives in Berlin, studies Arts and
Means in the UdK (Universität der Künste) and is engaged in
the courses of generative art and computer art. Took part in the
collective called “Geist Kino” – a German branch of the collective
“Cinema Fantasma”. Has created the audio – visual instrument
“Liebesbrunnen”, that is able to show, while being handled, in
pictures and sounds, how is love inside a human being and inside
other beings as well. With this instrument, the artist took part
in the MusikMakers Hacklab held in the ICAS festival in the city
of Leipzig - Germany. Performed on the Moving Poets – All that
Jazz festival and in the semi-annual exhibition (Rundgang) in UdK
– Medienhaus and presented the poetry zine in the Reklamierte
Kapital in Zinefest-Berlin-2013. He is also a producer of electronic
music along with the DJ Grace Kelly. His latest featured works
in Brazil (his spring ground) were a series of animations made
for the movie “NósOutros” and running a stencil workshop in
“Coorpel”- a co-operative group of selective garbage catchers
situated in the neighborhood of Luz, in the city of São Paulo,
Brazil.
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CLIPPING

Festival MIRADA

Bienal Iberoamericana de Artes Cênicas de Santos
[2016]

Materia A TRIBUNA DE SANTOS
Carlota Cafiero
[2016]

Mostra CARIRI DE CULTURAS
Cariri. Ceará
[2016]

Brasiliana I CARTA CAPITAL I por Alvaro Machado I ABRIL 2017

FEVERESTIVAL

Festival Internacional de Teatro de Campinas

ITAÚ CULTURAL

Fim de Semana em Família.
OFICINA E PERFORMANCE

CATRAQUINHA

Sesc VILA MARIANA

CIRCUITO SESC DE ARTES 2017

#Roteiro 5 [Tabatinga, Taquaritinga, Matão,
Campo Limpo, Embú-Guaçu, Cotia, Barretos,
Serrana, Jaboticabal]

CONTACT
IELTXU ORTUETA
info@artefactosbascos.com
+55 11 99846 7557

SITE

www.artefactosbascos.wixsite.com/flou
CHANNELS
www.facebook.com/performanceflou/
www.youtube.com/channel/
UCuoovKGmHSWpfVO5-j6efxw

www.flickr.com/photos/artefactosbascos/
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